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this week's best free video
games at Best Free PC

games and Apps: March
18, 2013 - San Francisco C
hronicle***tag:gadgets.chr
on.com***On Thursday, I'll
be launching an expanded
app called R.I.S.E. -- which

stands for "Real Island
Solution Everyday" -- to

help homeowners control
unwanted home interiors.

With it, you can easily scan
your home for common

and costly problem areas
(such as the kitchen). The
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latest iPhones now support
wireless charging, and

there are a few different
accessories on the market
that are compatible with
this technology. In this

guide, we'll review three of
these chargers. While it's
been over 10 years since

the Blackberry was sold to
Chinese handset maker

ZTE, the name is still well-
recognized today. That's
because Blackberry OS is

also a great option for low-
end smartphones. While
Blackberry OS was once

the dominant mobile
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operating system in the
world, it has been

overtaken by Android and
iOS since then.

Blackberry's new OS,
Blackberry 10, is its
attempt to regain its

prominence by offering a
look and feel reminiscent

of early Blackberry
phones.The Blackberry 10
OS is designed to manage
the personal information
on your smartphone. It's
also designed to help you
stay connected to others,
even though you may be
away from your phone.
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With the updated OS, you
can also get your work

done anywhere and
manage all your important
stuff. What better way to

start than with the
Blackberry 10 browser?

The browser is a new and
unique take on the

browser you're
accustomed to, and we've
already taken a peek at it.
Let's now move on to see
what Blackberry has to
offer. The Blackberry

Keyone's 8-megapixel rear-
facing camera is fine in its

own right, but what
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Blackberry does with its
camera app is where its
camera truly shines. Up
close and personal with
images taken using the

Keyone's camera app. You
can take photos and snaps
only using the buttons on
the side or on the rear of

the phone. As you can see,
the app is extremely

simple to use -- it's no
Samsung At first, the
phone is dark and you

have to switch the screen
on. When you do, you'll

see a small widget of apps
that are ready to use. The
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main widget on your
homescreen is called the

Hub. It shows you the free
and paid apps you have

along with the app you're
using at the moment.

You'll see various Quick
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